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About This Game

Overview

A Story of Distress is a single-player stealth based adventure game built from the ground up for Virtual Reality. Play through a
campaign that features voice acting and intense story telling.

Story Overview

You and your brother set off to the big city of Aston in order to become successful merchants. There you meet a strange wizard
who makes a living off selling weird potions. You are given one of them which gives you strange powers that alter the world

around you. Later, your brother is murdered. You swear vengeance against the ones who dared defy you and your family, filling
your heart with pure rage. Use stealth to your advantage and try not to get consumed by rage.

Features

 Voice Acting

 Stealth Based Gameplay

 Campaign
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 Low poly stylized art style

 Up to 4 different weapons

 A Dark hidden Lore
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Title: A Story of Distress
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Yellow Panda Games
Publisher:
Yellow Panda Games
Release Date: 2 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 Ultimate 64-bit SP1

Processor: Intel Core i5 4460 @ 3.20GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970 4GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: Any sound card

English,German
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A fun local co-op brawler. The mechanics are already refined, for being in early access. Great visual style and art. The guns and
weapons feel meaty and have nice physical kickback. Wish it had AI so I can blast some bots.. For me, the entire point of the
Variant Mode in the Confrontation is so you can customise your squad before each game. I failed to conduct adequate research
before purchasing this, and was therefore disappointed.

. It has potential even in its early stages.
Good work. Hope to see more of this.

Performance is♥♥♥♥♥♥because intel Intergrated graphics card.. It's Chip's Challenge, but the music is totally replaced with
jaunty piano tunes which get annoying so quickly.. Um... W AS D can't be changed as far as I can tell. I'd have like it if it
weren't for that.. The game is very well polished an the gameplay is fine, maybe sometimes it get`s a bit frustrating when you
have to kill some boss or  you fail to listen the A.I  but overall I`m really happy that the devs opted to make the PC version too.
. 0/10 Most boring thing to watch! The people to not do anything, the game is not aesthetically pleasing, no walkthrough (it says
help when you hover over stuff). The game just sucks. I usually try to find the bright side on what the developers did well but I
cannot think of anything. I have played better civ sim games for free on flash game websites. One of the few games I actually
enjoyed uninstalling.
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No storyline. Some puzzles are ok. Ending is predictable and underwhelming.
Shorter game than the others. Ultimately there are better ones to play.. A game truly ahead of its time, Mystery of the Druids
will keep you wondering on the mystery of a lost civilization. Suspenseful, dramatic, and full of symbolism, this is a game that
will make you think about the real world when you're done, and how to better mankind as a whole. This game changed my life,
and I recommend it to anyone who needs a great experience in a video game!. This is truly one of the best soundtracks I have
ever heard a game have. True, certain songs do sound like bad elevator music but many other songs are amazingly moving and
wonderful. Overall the great music on this album sounds like fairly peaceful music with high pitched tones which accelerate a
little and gain some excitement. The music is generally happy but wistful and very hard to forget and should sound pretty good
on most audio\/speaker systems. This music makes me want to play the piano.. If you like tactical games with massive amounts
of ships then Star Ruler may be the space game for you. In Star Ruler the player is given the freedom to customize their ship's
size and internal systems to gain an edge in combat. While each player expands into the vastness of space they will have the
opportunity to establishing colonies on planets and customize them to suit their needs. The goal of the game is to gain control of
the galaxy by fighting for control of all of the hostile solar systems.. The game is more fun than I thought.
It was a 'game-like' game during VR games.

There were some bugs in the game (sound effects bugs, character moving bugs).
But there was no big problem playing the game.

I also liked the way of playing the game by alternating two characters, and it was especially good to play alternately between the
third person and the first person.

The puzzle difficulty is not smooth, but it was good to be novel.

If you want to enjoy an adventure game with your VR device, it was a good game to recommend.
. This was seriously the worst $1.99 I've ever spent. The game itself spans about 20 minutes for a full playthrough, and the
content isn't even anywhere close to incredible. If you want the "disturbing imagery" this game has to offer, just Youtube
compliations of crazy sh*t that happening on the news, because that's about as "crazy" as it gets. Normally I listen to reviews
before purchasing a game, but in this case I decided to give it a try anyways. That was a mistake. Oh and also, I went back and
played the game again choosing completely different answers to all of the questions and the experience remained the exact
same, so don't think you have any power to control the storyline, because you don't.
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